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MEMBER OF ENGINEERING COLL GE MAGA'ZINES ASSOCIATED
MARCH 17, 1943
St. Pat was an engineer, but this year the sons of
St. Pat are working, in the Army, in the Navy, in the
Marine Corps, in War Industries, instead of celebrat-
ing. To all of them, and to you who will follow them
as engineers, we send greetings of the day.
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IN THE AIR SOONER! Vital
aircraft parts flow from pro-
duction lines quicker because
the use of calcium metal re-
sults in better metal.
CHEMICAL HELPER! Calcium
is necessary in making a num-
ber of rare metals—many of
which heretofore were un-
available commercially — and
all of which are vital.
BETTER HEALTH! Pure calcium
metal is used as a drying and
purifying agent in the manu-
facture of certain new disease-
fighting drugs.
METAL-SAVER In the melting
of copper scrap for use in
certain types of electrical
equipment, calcium is used as
a purifier and a restorer of
electrical conductivity.
This "Carrot"
means healthy metals
YOU CAN SEE why metalworkers call this lump of
calcium metal a "carrot." This is the way it looks
when it comes from an electrolytic cell in which it
is made.
Calcium is a soft, silvery-looking metal. Although
it is abundantly present in such common materials
as chalk and limestone, its recovery as a pure metal
is extremely difficult. Yet it is vitally essential to
this country.
In the making of stainless or high-alloy steels, cal-
cium drives out impurities, giving cleaner, better
steel for casting or. rolling. In magnesium casting,
small amounts of calcium improve the finish of the
surface and minimize scaling. Calcium is an essential
in the making of many metals.
This hitherto rare metal has been made in this
country only during the past few years. Before Eu-
rope exploded, the United States was dependent
upon France as a source of supply.
But back as far as 1935, thinking that this country
should have a domestic source, ELECTRO METAL-
LURGICAL COMPANY, a unit of UCC, started a major
research program. After four years of work . . . as
French supplies -dwindled ... a plant was put into
operation for the manufacture of the gray metal.
Today, ELECTRO METALLURGICAL COMPANY produces
many times as much calcium metal as this country
ever imported ... and production is increasing.
UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON
CORPORATION
IMO
30 East 42nd Street New York, N. Y.
Principal Products
ALLOYS AND METALS
ELECTRODES, CARBONS AND BATTERIES
INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE
CHEMICALS PLASTICS
BUY UNITED STATES W AR BONDS AND STAMPS
E,VER wonder how Fred Allen man-
I  ages to ride into millions of homes
every week and emerge life-size and full-
voiced from radio loud speakers?
The "horse" he rides is a big radio trans-
mission tube like the one shown above.
One reason it carries him smoothly and
without interruption is that Corning re-
search has perfected a glass for radio
tubes that will stand heat and voltage of
modern transmission.
Corning furnishes glass for the tubes in
your own radio set, too. Just as it fur-
nishes glass for many of your lamp
bulbs; for the Pyrex cooking utensils in
the kitchen back home. But to many, and
particularly to the man who is making
engineering his life work, Corning re-
search is most interesting because of the
things it has discovered that glass can
do in competition with other materials,
and do better. Glass springs, for instance,
that apparently never tire out. Glass acid
pumps that replace valuable metal alloys
and give longer service in the bargain!
Glass piping, and valves, nuts and bolts
that resist chemical attack. Every day
Corning is working on ways in which
glass, still fairly plentiful, can be used to
replace metals that are vital to war in-
dustry.
Glass is important today. And as more is
discovered about this remarkable
material, no one can predict the
boundaries of its usefulness. For
instance, glass precision gauges
(ring, plug and others) are now being
produced that are in many ways superior
to ones made of steel.
As you get further into engineering, keep
an eye on glass. The greatest things in
glass are yet to come. Corning Glass
Works, Corning, N. Y.
WINING
 means 
Research in Glass
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Funnels, not for ships but for solvents, these
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COVER
The cover this issue shotvs the keys of the three
honorary fraternities at Rose Polytechnic Institute.
The left-hand key is the Tau Beta Pi key awarded
for exceptional scholarship and character. Tau Beta
Pi is a national honorary engineering fraternity.
The middle key is the Tau Nu Tau key awarded
to members of the advanced military. Tau Nu Tau
is a national professional mi/itary fraternity. The
last, Blue Key, is a national society award given for
outstanding leadership and participation in extra
curricular activities. The winning of any of these
keys is a goal to be worked towards.
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Why Preserve Democracy
March 17th is the day all Irish people throughout the world honor their
national saint. The beloved leader of Ireland died on this date in the year
493 A. D. at the little village of Saul, County Down and was buried at the
Chieftain's Fort very near the village. Bishops and laymen from all Ireland
gather each year at the burial place of Saint Patrick to pay homage and
respect to this man.
The people of the United States celebrate this occasion by "the wearin'
of the green" and by many festivities such as parties and dances. The students
of Rose Poly depart from their usual study routine to participate in the annual
freshman-sophomore battle which is followed by an all school dance.
Thus, is the St. Patrick's day of past years when the people of Ireland
could visit the grave of their leader with no fear of enemy aircraft dropping
hate and destruction with every bomb. Thus, was the St. Patrick's day in
America a few years ago, when one could leave his work and find enjoyment
in the commemoration of this date; but now every available man is employed
in an essential industry or has been called to duty in the armed forces. These
men are protecting the privilege to celebrate such an affair, and until their
job is completely finished, such diversions must be eliminated. On previous
occasions St. Patrick's day at Rose Poly meant a fight looked forward to by
all students; but now every man enrolled at Rose realizes his responsibility in
writing a conclusion to the war, and until his task has been fulfilled such
festivities should be curtailed.
The people of the United States are fighting for something more important
and deeper than seeking revenge. They are fighting for the freedom of
speech which will enable them to express their opinions with no fear of losing
their life. They are fighting for freedom of religion, one of the most cherished
possessions of all; and above all they are fighting for freedom from fear.
The celebration of St. Patrick's Day may seem insignificant to some, but
behind this privilege lies the very basis of American government. To make
this government secure boys are giving up their lives. They want to preserve
democracy because it is the only type of government which insures the
necessary freedoms.
by John R. White, soph., m.e.
Illustration of furnace with inset showing fuel injection details. Photo by Weinhardt
High Temperature Furnace
THIS article was written as a
1 presentation of a research prob-
lem done by the author for the
Chemical Engineering Department
at Rose Polytechnic Institute. The
primary purpose of the problem was
to design, construct, and operate a
small gas fired, fusion furnace that
would reach a temperature of ap-
proximately 3200 degrees F. Results
were obtained using a rotary flame
type furnace burning coal gas with
compressed air. The completed fur-
nace was placed in the Chemical
Engineering Laboratory as an ap-
paratus to be used for coal ash
fusion determination, preparation of
ferrous and non ferrous alloys, melt-
ing of glass mixtures, and similar
work requiring a temperature range
To complete his thesis work for a
degree in chemical engineering at
Rose I'olytechnic Institute, Mr.
Joseph O'Connell, under the super-
vision of l'rofessor Fairbanks, of the
chemical engineering department,
constructed a high temperature
furnace. In this article Mr. O'Connell
describes the construction and opera-
tion of this furnace.
within the heat capacity of the
furnace.
In the construction of this furnace
there are several important factors
that must be considered. They are,
namely, fuels, flame temperature,
flame propagation, temperature
measurements, gas burner design,
and heat transfer.
Fuel
The fuel used in this furnace is
coal gas (city gas) and its limitations
by JOSEPH J. O'CONNELL, '43
will directly limit the operation of
the furnace. The analysis of Terre
Haute Coal gas varied very little
from an average taken from different
parts of the country. The analysis of
the Terre Haute gas is given as
follows:
1940 1943
Carbon dioxide  .62% .82%
.72% .17%
Ethylene  2.12 (/; 2.34%
Hydrogen 48.40% 56.54 %
Methane 37.15% 33.50 %
Carbon Monoxide. . 3.31,; 3.69%
Nitrogen  1.68% 2.85%
Rated Btu content equal 571 Btu
per cu. ft.
Price—$7.50 for first 10,000 cu. ft.
$0.35 per 1000 cu. ft. thereafter.
Flame Temperature
The question of the temperature
of the flame obtained in the com-
Oxygen 
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bustion of gases is highly important.
The thermal efficiency of a process
is measured by the ratio
T.,
—TI,
T.,
where T., is the highest temperature
encountered and T, is the lowest.
In furnace operation T., would be the
flame temperature produced by the
burning gas and T, is the tempera-
ture of the stack gases. The differ-
ence between T., and T, represents
the amount of heat used up in the
process and T., is a measure of the
heat input. It can be seen that the
higher the flame temperature the
greater becomes the possible effi-
ciency. Furthermore, the rate of
heating an object is proportional to
the difference in temperature be-
tween the flame and the object. Thus
a gas having a flame temperature of
3300 degrees F. (1816 degrees C.)
will heat an object to 2600 degrees F.
(1427 degrees C.) much faster than
a gas with a flame temperature of
2800 degrees F. (1538 degrees C.) .
It is very difficult to measure the
actual temperature of a flame or
even to calculate its temperature
with any degree of accuracy. Con-
sequently, it is customary to speak
of the "theoretical flame tempera-
ture", which is the temperature that
would be obtained if the combustion
took place instantaneously, complete-
ly, and without loss of any heat to
the surroundings. This means that all
the heat of combustion is considered
as being used to heat the gaseous
products of combusion. Equation:
Theoretical flame temperature
equals (heat of combustion) plus
(sensible heat in fuel and air) divid-
ed by (total quantity of combustion
products) times (their mean specific
heats) . The theoretical flame tem-
perature of the Terre Haute gas was
calculated to be 4,300 degrees F.
The operating flame temperature
was calculated to be 3282 degrees F.
under the following assumed condi-
tions:
30 % excess air
30 degrees C. room temperature
40% relative humidity
750 mm barometer reading
The flame temperatures evaluated
in this way are, of course, in error,
-
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since all the heat of combustion is not
available for heating the products
of combustion. However, the calcu-
lated temperatures are of great value
for they determine the maximum
furnace temperature attainable.
Flame Propagation
Flame propagation is the *speed at
which a flame will travel through a
gas-air mixture. It is of great im-
portance from the standpoint of gas-
burner design. For example, in a
burner of the Bunsen type (in which
part of the air for combustion is in-
jected into a mixing tube by the
momentum of the gas flowing
through the orifice) if the linear
velocity of the gas-air mixture flow-
ing through the burner ports is not
greater than the velocity of flame
propagation, back-firing will result.
Flame in a gas-air mixture, can
take place in three ways: (1) with
a relatively slow, uniform motion,
(2) a somewhat faster, accelerating,
vibrating motion, which may develop
into (3) a very rapid explosive wave,
which may be, and often is accom-
panied by detonation. The so-called
vibratory movement, as far as prac-
tical considerations go, is less im-
portant than either the speed of uni-
form movement or the velocity of
the explosive wave.
Slow flame propagation is influ-
enced by the concentration of oxy-
gen and combustible gas in the mix-
ture, and by the size and shape of
the pipe or container in which the
flame propagation takes place. It
has been found that flame propaga-
tion is impossible through tubes
smaller than 0.08 inch in diameter
with any mixture of coal gas and air.
The maximum flame speed in
tubes is usually obtained in mix-
tures containing about 15 per cent
more combustible gas than is re-
quired for complete combustion. For
combustion to take place at all in a
coal gas-air mixture the percentage
of coal gas must be above 7 percent
and below 21 percent.
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Temperature Measurements
In the temperature ranges above
1500 degrees F. there are several
methods of temperature measure-
ment. The more important of these
are; the platinum, platinum-rhodium
thermocouple used in conjunction
with a high resistance millivoltmeter
or potentiometer; the optical pyro-
meter of the disappearing filament
type; the total radiation pyrometer;
and the resistance pyrometer.
The temperature of this furnace
is measured with a chromel-alumel
thermocouple up to 1400 degrees C.
Temperatures above 1400 degrees C.
are measured with an optical pyro-
meter.
Gas Burner Design
A complete gas-combustion system
consists of apparatus for moving air
and gas, of pipe lines, apparatus for
mixing air and gas, and one or more
burners (or burner ports) in or at
the furnace. Attention will be first
directed to the burner proper, that
is to say, to the pipe, opening, or
port which delivers gas, or gas and
air, to the place of combustion. The
required size of burners is deter-
mined by the gas-and-air volume
flowing in unit time, and by per-
missible gas-and-air velocities. If gas
and air are delivered under pressure,
a very wide range of velocities is
permissible, but nevertheless there
are limiting features. If the velocities
are very low, the heat which radiates
back into the port is not swept for-
ward into the furnace, and the burn_
er becomes too hot, so that ignition
occurs too soon and backfires occur
in premixing. Besides, with too low
velocities, the flame has no direction.
If the velocities are too high the
flame is blown too far away from
the burner, and too much power is
used for compressing the gas and air.
A good compromise between the con-
flicting requirements is a velocity of
25 to 40 feet per second (based on
cold gas and air) at the burner port.
For explosive mixtures, normal
velocities up to 60 feet per second
are advisable at the outlet of the
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burner, particularly if the mixtures
contain preheated air. Depending
upon burner design, flashback occurs
at 40 to 55 feet per second in explo-
sive mixtures of cold city gas; and
at somewhat lower velocities with
natural gas. Another way of express-
ing the same fact is this: Flashback
occurs whenever the mixture pres-
sure drops below 0.5 inch of water.
Heat Transfer
Speaking in general terms, it may
be said that the ideal furnace will
heat as much material as possible,
to as uniform a temperature as
possible, and with the least possible
expenditure of fuel. It is found that,
as a rule, the requirements of maxi-
mum capacity, uniformity of tem-
perature, and maximum fuel econ-
omy do not go well together.
More specifically, it is found in the
study of heat transfer that it involves
fine separate and distinct parts,
namely; (1) determination of the
quantity of heat to be stored in the
material to be heated; (2) liberation
of sufficient heat within the furnace
to heat the stock and to overcome all
heat losses; (3) transfer of heat from
the flame to the surface of the heat-
ing stock; (4) determination of the
heat losses from the furnace walls;
and (5) heat losses in the flue gases.
Construction
The inside lining of the furnace
is a clay
-graphite crucible measuring
5 inches inside diameter, 81/2 inches
in height, and :14 inch in thickness.
Around the sides of the crucible is
2 1/., inches of refractory cement in-
sulated by 1 inch of asbestos which
extends up to within 2 inches of the
top of the furnace. The whole furnace
is inclosed by a steel casing measur-
ing 14 inches in diameter and 131/4
inches in height. Entering the inner
lining 21/4 inches from its bottom is
a 1 inch port through which enters
the gas-air mixture. This port is
placed eccentrically in the furnace
shell so as to enter the inner lining
on a tangent, thus giving the flame
a rotary motion around the crucible
(see figure 1.) The furnace is cov-
ered by a lid 2 inches thick and 14
inches in diameter. This lid rests on
1 inch bricks in order to allow the
escape of gases between the furnace
and the lid. The lid is provided with
a 11/4 inch sight hole located in its
•center. The purpose of this hole is
for observing the specimens in the
furnace and for measuring the tem-
perature of the furnace. The gas
burner was constructed with 1/8 inch
and 34 inch pipe and pipe fittings.
(Continued on Page 26)
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Highway Subgrades
THE subgrade structure on which
1 the surfacing of modern highways
are placed is of prime importance
to any highway engineer. He is in-
terested not only in the effect of the
wearing surface on the subgrade but
also in the effect of the subgrade on
the wearing surface, since the pave-
ments are affected by forces result-
ing from movements in the subgrade
soils as well as the forces due to
pavement transmitting the weight of
vehicles to the subgrade soils.
Before the final surfacing of a
highway may be constructed, per-
manent fills, well-drained cuts, and a
good immediate subgrade of soil
suitably drained and compacted are
needed. Subgrade soils such as
gravel, disintegrated granite, and
course sand have proved satisfactory.
Other soils, such as fine sand, silts,
cohesive clay, and "gluey colloids",
and their combinations may be de-
structive. If the immediate soil
proves to be unfit for use it may be
necessary to have it removed and
good material hauled in, or the grade
line may be raised in order to avoid
adverse soils.
The term subgrade is in itself a
word which has no very definite
meaning. The meaning depends upon
the type of soil encountered and
the drainage conditions. If the soil
over which a road is to be construct-
ed is already a good type of soil for
a subgrade the term may mean the
finishing of the roadbed surface to
receive the mineral surfacing, but,
on the other hand, if the soil would
make a poor subgrade the term may
include finishing to a depth of two
feet or more. At times it is difficult
to recognize dangerous subgrade
soils, due to the fact that some soil
may change greatly with the addition
of moisture. The addition of moisture
may cause an increase in volume of
as much as 70 % . Such a change
would be destructive to any kind of
road surfacing.
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The wearing surface of a modern
highway is not the only concern of
the highway engineer which is shown
in this article by Charles Newlin,
jr. c.e. Mr. Newlin discusses the sub-
grade surface or the under soil be-
neath the highway and its effect up-
on the wearing surface in this
article.
Gravels and sands usually make
good subgrades. They have high in-
ternal friction which resists sliding,
and no cohesion and stickiness as
have the clays.
Properties of Soils Which
Affect the Subgrade
The properties of soils of greatest
importance to the highway engineer
fall into six groups.
1. Density
The density of consolidation of a
subgrade exerts an important influ-
ence on the supporting power and on
the bearing capacity of the soil.
2. Supporting Power
The supporting power of a soil is
its ability to resist penetration or
lateral flow when loaded, and it de-
pends upon the ability of the soil to
resist shear. The shearing of soils de-
pends upon two properties of the soil,
namely, internal friction and cohe-
sion, a measure of the stickiness of
soil particles. Cohesion depends
largely on the quantity of small,
smooth soil particles and is greatest
in clay having
large proportions
of colloids.
3. Permeabil-
ity
Permeability is
the rate at which
gray itational
water flows
through soils; it
depends upon the
hydraulic gradi-
ent, upon the size
and number of
soil pores, and up-
on the tempera-
by CHARLES C. NEWLIN, jr., c.e.
ture. Sands and coarse soils are most
permeable.
4. Compressibility
The compressibility of soils refers
to the reduction of soil volume by
the application of outside pressure.
Dry soils are compressed when the
air in the pores escapes or is com-
pressed. Wet soils compress when
the water in the void spaces can es-
cape. The compression rate of clay
is much slower than that of sands
due to the low permeability of the
clay.
5. Elasticity
Elasticity of soils may be defined
as the ability to rebound or regain
part of their original form after a
compression load is removed.
6. Capillarity
Capillarity is the ability of soils
to absorb water by contact and trans-
mit it in all directions regardless of
the amount and direction of the force
of gravity.
Tests Given Subgrade Soils
There are several tests which are
used to determine the constituents of
soils which could be used as sub-
grades. These tests do not, however,
definitely determine the success or
failure of a proposed subgrade for
the condition of the soil, location and
quantity of ground water, the amount
(Continued on Page 26)
Courtesy Concrete Highways
Homemade subgrade planer.
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THE idea of a supercharger is not
new. A supercharger, according
to Webster, is defined as:
. . . a device such as a blower,
compressor, or pump for increasing
the volume of air charge of an in-
ternal combustion engine over that
which would normally be drawn in
through the pumping action of the
pistons. It is used to compensate for
the lower density of air in altitude
operation of aircraft engines or the
deficiency of air charge in high speed
automotive operation.
During World War I, when air-
planes became valuable as fighting
machines, blowers were used to im-
prove the horsepower per pound
ratio. Since that time supercharging
has advanced with the aircraft in-
dustry, and it is interesting to note
that the famous China Clipper would
have had no room for pay load had
not positive pressure induction been
employed.
Aircraft alone have not monopo-
lized the supercharger for the racing
powerplants on land and sea have
realized its importance and used it
successfully. Although the entrance
of the supercharger into the popular
priced field of the passenger car is
comparatively recent, there is room
for considerable research and de-
velopment of a suitable low-priced,
efficient blower.
Root's Type Supercharger
Three types of blowers are avail-
able for stationary and automotive
engines — the reciprocating-piston,
the rotary-piston, and the centrifugal.
In supercharging the European cars
or Diesel engines the rotary piston
type has enjoyed a considerable de-
gree of popularity. The Root's blow-
er, one of its representatives, has
been employed on various models of
Mercedes-Benz cars for over fifteen
years, and the Zoller rotary blower
with eccentric blades, which also
belongs to the rotary piston class,
has been used in various European
countries. These types have been
used particularly for "pepping up"
some of the low-powered cars so
widely sold there. The chief objec-
tion to a centrifugal blower is that
PAGE 10
Supercharging
Final Assembly.
it is not very effective at low speeds.
A centrifugal blower develops a
maximum pressure which varies sub_
stantially as the square of its speed,
hence when working against a con-
stant pressure head its delivery is
practically proportional to the square
of its speed.
The Root's blower consists of a
housing in which there are two rotors
of lemniscatic section. One of the re-
quirements of a blower for super-
charging automobile engines is that
its volumetric efficiency change as
little as possible with change in
speed. Reliability in service, light-
ness, compactness, and low cost of
manufacture are desirable. All of
these requirements are met by the
Root's blower; the only feature re-
garding which there could be any
doubt is the effectiveness of the seal
between rotor and housing. Theoret-
ically the rotor has line or surface
contact with the housing, without
pressure at the contact line. How-
ever, in practice, owing to the elastic
Courtesy General Electric
deformation of the rotor under cen-
trifugal force, it is necessary to pro-
vide clearance between the rotor
and housing.
The amount of air that will leak
from the pressure chamber to the
suction chamber is independent of
the speed of the blower, and leakage
becomes relatively important at low
blower speeds. The size of blower
makes very little difference in leak-
age loss. When the rotor length
equals the rotor diameter then the
area of the leakage path decreases
relatively with an increase in size
of the blower, but the larger sized
blowers cannot maintain the same
speed as the smaller ones and there-
fore the deviation between leakage
losses and maximum possible de-
livery is not as great as would seem.
Vane Type Supercharger
In Preston, England, a new type
of positive, rotary vane supercharger
has been developed and called the
"Centric supercharger". Supercharg-
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For Extra Power
  by RICHARD C. DRISKELL
Completed Superchargers.
ers in England are used only on small
cars which are underpowered to save
tax. The engines having a very small
displacement are shy on power
throughout the speed range, and it
is therefore desirable that the super-
charger boost the power throughout
the speed range—provided the engine
can stand it. The Root's type has the
objection of being extremely noisy
and in England has been replaced
by the rotary vane type. On Amer-
ican passenger cars superchargers
are used mainly to give the cars a
high rate of acceleration at com-
paratively high speeds, to facilitate
overtaking cars traveling at the nor-
mal touring speed. For this purpose
the centrifugal supercharger has
definite advantages because it gives
an appreciable boost only at higher
speeds.
The Centric type is of special in-
terest because of the method of lo-
cating and driving the blades within
the casing. The blades rotate at
speeds up to 5000 rpm, but, as each
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is counterweighted, the ball bearings
have very little to do, and an exceed-
ingly fine clearance can be main-
tained between the blade tips and the
casing. In this manner the volumetric
efficiency is well maintained at lo v.-
running speeds. A central drive shaft
is arranged to rotate in the same
direction as the blades, thus reducing
the work thrown on the bearings.
The method used to drive the blades
against the pressure is a displace-
ment drum mounted eccentric to the
casing and the spindle. The drum
drives the blades •through trunnion
blocks and is in turn driven from
the central spindle through a pair
of internal and external gears. Apart
from these special features the
supercharger is similar in design to
others of the vane type. It has been
used on a comparatively cheap,
quantity produced engine in a heavy
truck which normally would have
required a larger, heavier, and more
expensive engine to give it a satis-
factory performance.
Centrifugal Type
Supercharger
A centrifugal blower consists of
an impeller rotating in a stationary
case. Gases receive energy from the
vanes, with resulting increase of
angular momentum, pressure, and
velocity. The kinetic energy the gas
receives from the impeller must be
changed to pressure by a diffusor, a
whirlpool chamber, or a spiral case.
Really efficient conversion of the
kinetic energy can be accomplished
only by means of a diffusor with
curved guide vanes. Channels of
gradually increasing section must be
provided to reduce the gas velocity
and transform the velocity head to
pressure. The spiral case employs a
spiral housing that reduces the gas
velocity gradually. The whirlpool
chamber consists of a ring surround_
ing the impeller; the gas enters this
space at a great velocity and as it
approaches the outer circumference,
its velocity decreases while the pres-
sure simultaneously increases. Rota-
tive speeds of blowers are usually
quite high, about 24,000 r.p.m. for
passenger cars and 30,000 r.p.m. for
racing cars; for airplane engines the
speed is usually 10,000 to 20,000
r.p.m. These blowers are of improved
multistage design with efficient dif-
fusors which make them reliable
and efficient in operation. Centrifugal
superchargers using backwardly
curved vanes are more efficient be-
cause a greater percentage of the
energy is changed to pressure by the
impeller and only a relatively small
portion needs to be changed by the
guide vanes.
Automotive Superchargers
it is always the engineers dream
and endeavor to improve automotive
vehicular performance. Greater ac-
celerations and higher speeds have
been obtained by successively larger
engines until today that increase in
size is no longer logical. Dual axle
ratios and streamlining have helped,
but each have faults and neither is
the complete solution. A dilemma
exists which can be avoided by
forced induction or supercharging.
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Today's high speeds point to the
centifugal type supercharger to be
best adapted for present day engines
as they are least expensive, most
silent, and involve the fewest prob-
lems.
The centrifugal type of blower has
proved most attractive for automo-
tive purposes because of these sev-
eral reasons. A great deal of adverse
notoriety was received with regard
to its reliability from experiences
with racing engines. It must be re-
membered, however, that these en-
gines frequently turn as high as
8,000 r.p.m. with the blower drive
ratio from 6 to 8 times engine speed.
Most rotor failures resulted from
poorly designed drive gears, a large
summation of backlash, and tremen-
dous accelerations. To overcome
these difficulties several new drive
arrangements have been developed.
Because of the excessive speeds and
accelerations the rotor is designed
with a small moment of inertia.
An important point productive of
economy is the effect of the mechan-
ical agitation of the mixture in the
rotor chamber. This results in even
firing and smooth running over a
wide range of mixture ratios, which
is borne out by the fact that the ten-
dency for backfiring is practically
Courtesy General Electric
Turbosupercharger.
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Impeller Units.
eliminated and very little choking is
required either for an initial cold
start or warming up.
Racing Engines
In the last few years supercharg-
ing of racing autos has shown that
in this manner a greater power out-
put can be obtained. Most foreign
cars employ a Root's type compressor
and are driven at engine speed. Boost
pressures of the foreign cars vary
with the make and model but aver-
age from 15 to 20 pounds. Alcohol
fuels are used with these designs be-
cause of the high latent heat of
vaporization and because the alcohol
base fuels increase volumetric effi-
ciency materially, resulting in high
outputs for given displacements.
American designers have produced
fuels of high octane rating which
work very well in modern gasoline
engines. Octance ratings of the fuels
used vary from 80 to 100. Rotary
compressors seem to have preference
over the positive displacement type
throughout American design. This is
because the American racing courses
are smoother and faster than others
and the engine speeds seldom vary
Courtesy General Electric
more than 1,000 to 1,500 r.p.m. The
Root's type blower after reaching
the peak of its delivery offers no ap-
preciable increase and may lose effi-
ciency at excessive speeds, while the
rotary compressor maintains an in-
creasing boost from any speed up to
80 (,; of the maximum for a given
engine. This fact tends toward better
acceleration with the rotary type.
Aircraft Superchargers
The aircraft manufacturer has ex-
tremely difficult problems to over-
come in designing his product for
operation at high altitudes. Engines
of one pound per horsepower at sea
level become two pound per horse-
power at 20,000 feet. At the present
stage of development there are two
methods of maintaining the airflow
to the engine at the desired values
as the operating altitude increases.
The first is by mechanical super-
charging in which a blower is driven
directly from the crankshaft and the
power required is subtracted from
the energy delivered to the crank-
shaft. The second method of main-
taining the airflow to the engine con-
(Continued on Page 30)
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Research and Development
Flight Strips
In an effort to avoid concentrating
airports and landing fields in any
one defense area the government is
undertaking the construction of
numerous "flight strips" about the
country. In most instances, where
the building of an airport is not
economical, the construction of the
flight strips alone are contemplated.
Careful studies of prevailing winds,
strategic location, availability of ma-
terials, nearness of large cities or
defense industries, and commercial
as well as military considerations are
all made before construction begins.
Post-war conditions are believed to
impose heavy traffic on these landing
strips with the ultimate private
operation of planes and the acceler-
ated rate of the volume of air mail
and commercial transportation.
Flight strips are not a new thing,
for they date back as far as 1931, but
have not had such widespread im-
portance before. The runway is a
trapezoidal area 500 feet wide at the
approach zone and widening to 4,000
feet two miles distant at the zone
limit. No obstacles above a 30-to-1
glide angle, or a 40-to-1 angle if
possible, is permitted within this
area.
The paved runway has a width of
500 feet, a length varying from 4,000
to 8,000 feet, and a 175 foot shoulder
on each side extending the entire
length. Runways and shoulders are
graded transversally as flat as poss-
ible, maximum allowable grade being
1 1/2 per cent, minimum 1 per cent.
Studies and tests are performed upon
the underlying soils or sub-grades to
determine the proper preparation for
the surface. The roads are designed
to accommodate our heaviest planes
with a wheel load of not less than
12,500 lb. At first, the roads were
constructed with an additive impact
factor due to critical loads; however,
Edited by C. PHILLIP BOWNE, junior, m.e.
Flight Strips.
emphasis is placed on a critical load
impressed by the wheels of a stand-
ing plane. The strips must withstand
loads many times greater than auto-
mobile highways, even though tire
area of the airplane is much greater
than that of the automobile. Con-
crete fatigue is given little considera-
tion in the structural design partly
because the duration of stress from
dynamic loading is relatively short
and because the frequency of load
repetition at a given point is less
than that found on a highway.
Thickness of the surface will vary
according to the nature of the sub-
grade and to the constituents of the
surface. Sub-soils of low bearing
value may demand 24 to 30 inches
of surface thickness; likewise those
of high bearing value require only
6 to 10 inches.
Main construction operations are
clearing and grubbing, grading,
drainage, and paving of which grad-
ing and paving consume the most
time and money.
('ourtcny C E II !I 1111,11 $1
Better Magnetic Materials
In search of materials with better
magnetic properties Dr. Sidney
Siegel, Westinghouse Research Lab-
oratories physicist, aligns atoms and
"drills" them as a squad of Army re-
cruits. With the hope of finding more
efficient material for transformer
cores, Dr. Siegel's experiments are
mainly with iron-aluminum alloys.
He aligns the atoms by melting, then
slowly cooling the material. When
thus arranged, the magnetic forces
are exerted together and can be
studied.
A metal rod placed vertically in an
8-inch porcelain crucible of test tube
proportions is surrounded by a
cylindrical electric induction furnace.
The metal is melted, then the furnace
is removed by clockwork at the rate
of an inch an hour while the metal
cools. The cooling requires one day.
This rate of cooling causes the atomic
structure to line up into neat layers
converting the entire rod into a
single crystal. With this inter-crystal
arrangement the magnetic forces of
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Dr. Spiegel Experimenting on Iron-Aluminum
all the atoms are directed in the same
line producing maximum effect. The
crystal is cut into slices, the slices
into one-inch squares such that the
forces are all directed outward to-
ward the edges. The squares are
hollowed in the center. It would be
impractical to form a single crystal
of commercial transformer propor-
tions; nevertheless it will be more
expedient to use an identical crystal
system.
Dr. Siegel's efforts will be concen-
trated upon finding the alloy which
gives the greatest magnetic efficiency
to make possible transformers able
to do more work. This will represent
a saving in copper and steel as well
as in transportation and installation
costs due to the compactness of the
improved transformer.
Aerial Navigation Made
More Accurate
Conducive to safer and more ac-
curate aerial navigation is a new
global method developed by Drury
A. McMillen, Yale engineer now liv-
ing in Sao Paulo, Brazil. His system,
if adopted, will entirely do away with
the old one; shattering laws, form-
ulas, and theories requiring centuries
to derive and confirm.
The old system of navigation made
use of flat maps which were approxi-
mates of the spherical surface of the
earth and which when applied to the
immense speeds of our modern air-
Alloy.
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craft produced errors of 100 and 200
miles in six or seven hours of flight
at 300 miles an hour. Navigation may
be classified under four headings—
contact, dead reckoning, radio direc-
tion finding, and celestial. Contact
navigation is to fly from one known
point to another just as a person will
walk from cognizable topographical
objects. Dead reckoning is that of
flying with a compass independent
of landmarks and with due consider-
ation of time, speed, and drift. Radio
direction finding enables the pilot to
select his bearings from external
sources transmitted by radio. Use
of the celestial system involves the
earth's relative position with the
planets and stars of the solar system.
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Simple application of celestial
navigation would be to locate one's
position on earth by taking sextant
readings on two stars. Tables, charts,
and complicated mathematical pro-
cedure have been compiled requir-
ing the pilot or navigator to make
detailed readings and calculation be-
fore and during flight, consuming
time and demanding above average
education. McMillen, practical navi-
gator, constructed a globe, exactly
spherical and instruments having
the same curvature as the globe cali-
brated in degrees. and scaled to the
earth. The instruments were com-
binations of compasses, protractors,
and curved measuring and tracing
devices with micrometer adjusters
giving great precision. With them the
navigator can locate his position with
error as little as 10 miles. In close
collaboration with Dr. Anton Stux-
bery, astronomer, McMillen compiled
a navigation book applicable to his
invention, the American Air Alma-
nac, in which he entered only the
data necessary for global navigation.
Unquestionably an aid to naviga-
tion, the global method, called the
spherographical system, has not yet
been accepted by army and navy
officials, but is being given due con-
sideration.
The Secret of
Machining Plastics
To machine plastics most efficient-
ly, high speeds are required. In the
usual machining operations of turn-
ing, boring, drilling and milling, top
speeds are the most desirable
throughout. Lathes designed to work
steel and metals must be geared
faster and may handle larger vol-
umes of the plastic than of the metal.
One method of remodeling replaces
the original spindle with an oversize
hollow spindle and installs a motor
of higher speed and greater horse-
power.
Laminated plastics may be turned
on a production motor-in-head lathe,
designed by Synthane Plastics Cor-
poration, at speeds as high as 3600
r.p.m. The surface of work having
a 4 1/2 inch diameter would be travel-
ing at about 4,000 feet per minute.
With a feed of .005 inches per revolu-
tion, 18 inches of the work could
be turned a minute. With plastic
materials this feed speed would pro-
duce a finished surface; rougher
finishes can be had with feeds of .015
inches per revolution. A belt-driven
lathe capable of speeds up to 4000
r.p.m. was built with quick-acting
spindle clutch and brake.
Arising from these lathe experi-
ments, were automatic screw ma-
chines heretofore unavailable for
plastic work. Although a coolant is
seldom used for screw machine work
there are a few operations such as
deep-hole drilling and tapping which
require it. A mixture of half paraffin
oil and half kerosene is found satis-
factory for this purpose.
Unbelieveably high speeds of
10,000 r.p.m. are reached for preci-
sion work boring .0135 inch holes.
Multiple spindle drills drilling 14
holes run at 3,000 r.p.m. and feed in
.005 inch per revolution.
Surface speeds of 13,000 feet per
minute have been attained with 14-
inch circular saws. Usually the saw
blades are hollow ground carbon
steel without set. Should the laminat-
ed plastic contain a hard graphite or
asbestos base the blade may be
tipped with tungsten carbide. The
secret of high speed sawing is fre-
quent resharpening of the blade.
For the most part plastic machine-
ability has promoted more than 100
per cent increase in speed. This
means that with the increasing popu-
larity of plastics and the resultant
displacement of much
machined work by
laminated plastics,
war industry can be
greatly accelerated.
Modern Airplane
Terminology
Here follows a
brief compilation of
aeronautical termi-
nology and improve-
ments in design which
should be of value
to an engineer in
aircraft identification.
The propeller is
the rotating blade
or blades which produce propulsion.
The most recent development here
is the new co-axial propellers which
rotate counter to each other on the
same shaft to counteract the torque
produced by a single propeller. At
the very nose is the spinner which
usually houses the variable pitch
control, acting automatically or con-
trolled from the cockpit. Behind the
propeller is the engine or power
plant housed by the cowling. The
pilot's compartment or cockpit con-
tains all instruments and controls
and is separated from the engine by
a protective firewall.
The body, fuselage, is a framework
of stringer, bulkheads, and longerons
covered with a skin of alclad, riveted
in place and called monocoque con-
struction. Fuel tanks, radio, and per-
sonnel are usually confined within
the fuselage. The bulkheads are made
of pressed alclad sheets flanged for
added strength, and is sometimes
further strengthened by extruded
sections of aluminum alloy. The
longerons and stringers running
lengthwise to the fuselage are made
of either extruded or sheet metal.
In military aircraft metal armor is
placed at points giving necessary pro_
tection to pilot and fuel tanks. Most
recent development is that of the
plastic-bonded plywood skin.
The wing is a framework of spars
and ribs usually of the cantilever
construction; that is, independent of
braces, struts, or wires. The spars
running lengthwise to the wing taper
toward the wing tip. These are the
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principal structural members of the
wing, the ribs serving as lateral
branches. The ribs give the wing its
characteristic section form, airfoil,
important in producing "lift" or up-
ward thrust of the plane by directing
the air flow over the wing surface.
Fuel tanks are usually incorporated
into the wing section as well as a
wheel well for the retractable land-
ing gear. Other parts of the wing are
flap, acting as air brake and aileron
for control. The forward edge of the
wing is called the leading edge and
the rear edge, the trailing edge.
Planes are classified as high, low, or
mid-wing according to the position
of the wing with respect to the fuse-
lage. Also, the type of tapered wing
denotes most aircraft as: swept-back,
gull-wing, inverted gull-wing, and
those with both forward and rear
taper. All developments in wing de-
sign have been the improvement of
airfoil, taper and amount of dihedral
or lateral slope of the wing.
The tail assembly, or empennage,
consists of fin, rudder, horizontal
stabilizer, and elevators constructed
similar to the wing, with front and
rear spars. Ribs are similar except
for false ribs which extend from the
leading edge to the first spar which
is conducive to a smooth rigid lead-
ing edge.
Helicopter Opens
New Flying Era
Latest brainchild of Igor I. Sikor-
sky, noted Russian-born aircraft de-
signer, is his new version of the
helicopter. Rugged or wooded land-
ing areas mean nothing to the heli-
copter; it can rise vertically off the
ground, fly sideways, and backward
as well as forward, and can hover
in the air as though suspended there.
Now being built by the Vought-
Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation, its
potentialities will probably be dis-
closed in the course of the present
war. It may prove an indispensible
ally in supplying food and clothing,
even arms and ammunition to our
armed forces, in particular, isolated
forces whose land supply lines may
have been cut off. Peacetime uses
will be private operation and short-
haul services.
The helicopter, official designation
VS-300, yet in the crude stage, is
undergoing improvements and re-
designing kept strictly a military
secret. Capable of lifting two men,
the lifting and propelling power is
transmitted to three 14 foot rotor
blades or rotating wings in a hori-
zontal plane. Power unit is a 90
horsepower engine whirling the
blades at an average rate of 280
revolutions per minute with the aid
of a reduction gear. An auxiliary
two-bladed 92-inch propeller acting
at the tail provides torque compensa-
tion and directional control. This pro-
peller is rotated in a vertical plane
at about 1400 revolutions per minute
through a system of V-belts and
bevel gears. The angle of incidence
of the main rotor blades can be con-
trolled within the range of 2 to 13
degrees, control provided through a
lever in the cockpit. Pitch and throt-
tle are interconnected and operate
as one. To begin the flight the motor
is "revved" up until the blades are
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rotating at flying speed and at normal
incidence. The rise off ground is
facilitated by increasing the angle
of incidence. Once the desired ele-
vation is reached the machine is
stopped in mid-air by decreasing the
incidence angle, the control stick
pushed forward declining the rotors
downward in front, and forward mo-
tion is effected. While in forward
flight the cockpit is tilted slightly
but not enough to be uncomfortable
for the pilot. Backward and sideways
motions are produced similarly by
inclining the rotors in those respec-
tive directions. Capable of speeds of
80 miles an hour, later designs of
140, the helicopter may be equipped
with rubber floats or landing wheels.
Luminous Plastics
Phosphors, accountable for the
glow emitted by luminous paints on
watch dials and signs, are now being
interspersed with plastics producing
effective results. Mixed with vinylite
plastic these light-producing sub-
stances have advantages over other
fluorescent and phosphorescent ma-
terials. They are easily cut up into
shapes and applied or removed with_
out damage to the plastics or to the
underlying surface. Being uniformly
distributed throughout the plastic
the luminescent substance cannot be
rubbed off. Unlike other luminescent
coatings deterioration by moisture
and oxidation does not occur. The
new luminescent vinylite plastic has
wonderful possibilities for "black-
out" uses. They would become indis-
pensible used for directional and
identificational purposes—signs, dis-
Three Views of Helicopter in flight.
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tinctive insignias, aircraft and auto-
mobile dials, outlines of doorways,
stairways, etc. •
The plastics are divided into two
classes: fluorescent, glowing only
when activated with ultra-violet
"black" light and phosphorescent,—
glow produced from stored energy
absorbed from sunlight, artificial
visible light, or invisible "black"
light and continuing when removed
from light source. Fluorescent in-
cludes rigid and flexible transparent,
translucent, or opaque sheets con-
taining fluorescent dyes. These pro-
duce shades of reds, oranges, and
yellows which when activated by
"black" light attain maximum brilli-
ance. Phosphorescents are either
flexible or rigid opaque sheets only
with opaque pigments which appear
dull white and light yellow in day-
light, but become brilliant blues,
greens, yellows, and oranges when
activated with sunlight, visible and
invisible lights. Maximum light and
reflective efficiency is acquired by
laminating one of the sheets between
a crystal clear sheet and a pure white
plastic sheet.
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Changing tire of helicopter in forward flight.
Rubber Substitute
Slipcovers that fit over worn car
tires developed by Martin Castricum
of The United States Rubber Com-
pany offer a new answer to the prob_
lem of rubber scarcity. Woven of
cotton pile like bath-mat material,
and treated with asphalt emulsion,
they are said to add from 2,500
3,000 miles of life to old
tires. Their makers
recommend having a
competent tire-service
man apply them; carry-
ing 40 pounds pressure
in the tires; and limit
ing speed to 30 miles
an hour. Admittedly a
makeshift, the slip-
covers will neverthe-
less keep a car going,
and production plans
call for their immediate
manufacture in popular
sizes for passenger
automobiles. Further
research is expected to
yield a material suit-
able for use on the tires
of light delivery trucks.
to
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Many other schemes for avoiding
the rubber situation have been sug-
gested; these plans call for anything
from wooden wheels to heavy coil
spring wound about the tireless
rims. In any event, the American
motorist may be assured that there
will be no immediate relief from the
situation until the army's needs have
been filled.
AIR RAID SHELTER
Courtesy Bakelite Review
Air Raid Directional Signs.
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Lieutenant Colonel Noyes
An announcement made at Rose
on February 27, proved dishearten-
ing to all the personnel affiliated
with Rose Polytechnic Institute. It
was the report that Lieutenant
Colonel Noyes was transferred to a
new post at the University of Ken-
tucky.
Colonel Noyes came to Rose in
December, 1941, replacing Major
Blue as Professor of Military Science
and Tactics. He came here from
Camp Claiborne, Louisiana, but orig-
inally was from Brattleboro, North
Carolina. In 1907 he graduated from
Norwich University where he re-
ceived the first part of his military
training. In 1917 he went overseas
where he served with the 77th Divi-
sion in France and with the 1st
Division in Germany. His actual ex-
perience in combat and army life in
general and his narrative of his work
in the army has proved very inter-
esting and valuable to the students
in R.O.T.C.
The Technic wishes Lieutenant
Colonel Noyes continued success in
his military career and hopes he has
enjoyed his stay here at Rose.
Colonel Pettis
On March 1, a new man was placed
in charge of the Rose Polytechnic
Institute Department of Military
Science and Tactics. He is Colonel
Pettis, succeeding Lieutenant Colonel
M. J. Noyes, who left recently to
take charge of another post at the
University of Kentucky. Colonel
Pettis served during the World War
with the rank of Colonel, returned
Campus
Survey
soon thereafter, and was recalled in-
to active service for the duration of
the present crisis. He received an
A.B. degree in mathematics, in 1899,
from the University of Mississippi, a
B.S. degree from the United States
Military Academy in 1904, and a
Ph.D. degree from the University of
Michigan in 1938. Before coming to
Rose, he was in charge of the
R.O.T.C. engineering unit at Ohio
State University.
New Freshmen
The old traditional freshmen dic-
tates, after having been absent for.
three months, are once more guiding
a group of freshmen to a better life.
No pipes, cords, or campus smokingis allowed, and they must wear green
caps, garters, and carry matches.
These rules are being rigidly en-
forced by the class of February '45.
Judging from the rumpus in the halls
most every day at noon, the sopho-
mores are having a tough time mak-ing the raw material see it their way
and of course, the juniors are nohelp when they attempt to coax the
Colonel Noyes.
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freshies into rebellion.
The possibility of graduation for
this year's freshman class looms
pretty far in the distance. Unless a
fellow is under draft age, is in one
of the Reserves, or is already de-
ferred, he doesn't have much of a
chance of getting in more than one
school year before induction. How-
ever, many of our students have been
able to gain deferments on account
of good school records. Thus it be-
hooves every one of you as well as
all of us upperclassmen to give their
all to this problem of study. New
freshmen can make their college
days much happier if they are will-
ing to accept, in the beginning, the
idea that creditable marks don't
"grow on trees", so to speak, around
here but are the result of no small
amount of plugging and digging. Any
faculty advisor will tell you the
surest way to make your draft board
see that you are more beneficial to
Uncle Sam here in school than in the
army is to be able to show them a
good college record, no matter how
short your stay here has been. Re-
member, too, that the army would
much rather receive you fully pre-
pared than with only one or two
semesters to your credit.
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So work while you may; use your
time wisely and profit from every
undertaking.
Graduation Activities
For the first time in the history
of Rose a complete class was gradu-
ated in February. This innovation
was the result of the war-time speed
up schedule which also slates an-
other class to graduate October 15,
1943.
Exams were finished by Thursday
afternoon, February 11. Friday after-
noon the president's reception was
held at the Women's Department
Club Hall. At 9: 00 P. M. that eve-
ning the Senior Farewell Dance took
place in the Mayflower Room of the
Terre Haute House. Saturday, Feb-
ruary 13, marked the long awaited
day for the seniors. Due to inclement
weather the traditional academic
procession was begun in the assembly
room of the main building and pro-
ceeded down the ramp to the gym-
nasium instead of beginning at the
dormitory as in years before. The
Alumni address was given by Lieu-
tenant Colonel Alvin C. Rasmussen,
Class of '12. Mr. Leslie Austin
Wright, General Secretary of The
Engineering Institute of Canada, de-
Class of February, '45.
livered the commencement address.
His subject was "Vocation or Pro-
fession." Lieutenant Colonel Noyes
announced that the following men
had been ordered to Officer Candi-
date Schools: Hill, Holthaus, Per-
copo, Roumbough, Newlin, Prescott,
Criss, Pipp, Warrick, Brown, Dris-
kell, Ker, Pease, Raab, Weinhardt.
Identical Heminway medals were
awarded to Alan W. Ker and Robert
W. Hodgers. Those graduating with
honors were: Percopo, Newlin, Berg-
hoeffer, Criss, Peterson, Driskell,
Mott, Shanks, and Yoder; with high
honors: Irvin, Hodgers, Ker, and
Thomas.
Following the commencement ex-
ercises, a luncheon in the Deming
Hall cafeteria was enjoyed by mem-
bers of the faculty, alumni, the new
graduates and their families. The
Alumni Association meeting was
held at 2: 00 P. M. in Deming Hall
followed by the Alumni Association
dinner at 6: 30 P. M. in the May-
flower Room of the Terre Haute
House.
And so another graduation has
come and gone. Congratulations to
the recent offspring and the best of
luck to them wherever they may be!
(Continued on Page 29)
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The Grads Advance
Everett E. Black, Rose '11, e.e.,
was appointed Director of the Terri-
torial Office of Civilian Defense in
Hawaii. Governor Stainback in mak-
ing the appointment said, "I have
been fortunate to obtain the services
of a man of Mr. Black's ability and
experience. Mr. Black refuses to ac-
cept remuneration for his services
and will serve purely on a volunteer
basis."
He assumed the O. C. D. position
November 1, 1942.
Mr. Black has been a resident of
Honolulu since 1913. He is president
of E. E. Black, Ltd., a well known
contracting firm.
Father and son received engineer-
ing degrees at commencement Feb-
ruary 13. Henry W. Ker, Rose '11,
m.e., received the advanced degree
of mechanical engineering, and Alan
W. Ker received the degree of
Bachelor of Science in mechanical
engineering. Alan also received the
Heminway medal for having main-
tained the highest scholastic standing
through the four years.
Both father and son are enlisted
in the army engineers and both are
stationed at Ft. Belvoir, Virginia.
Another unusual feature was the
awarding of two medals because of
the identical average of the two
highest students. Robert W. Hodgers,
e.e., received the other medal.
Mr. John W. Bolton, Rose '18,
ch.e., M.S., '21, Ch.E. '25, has been
selected to give the first lecture be-
fore the 1943 Annual Foundry Con-
gress to be held at St. Louis, in the
latter part of April.
Mr. Bolton has been continuously
engaged in metallurgical and re-
search work since he graduated from
Rose. He has served as chemist for
Proctor and Gamble Company, Kan-
sas City and Cincinnati; Metallur-
Edited by ROBERT GREGER, soph., ch.e.
gist, Niles-Bement-Pond Co., Hamil-
ton, Ohio; and Frank Foundries
Corporation, Moline, Illinois, and at
present is chief chemist and metal-
lurgist of the Lunkenheimer Com-
pany.
Mr. Bolton's work in connection
with the American Foundrymen's
Association has embraced both gray
iron and non-ferrous investigation,
and numerous papers and committee
reports have been presented under
his direction. Outstanding among
these are the following: "Graphite
in Gray Iron," "Notes on Composi-
tion and Structure of A.S.T.M. Bar,"
"Some Graphite Formations in Gray
Cast Iron," and "Research Problems
in Gray Cast Iron." He is chairman
of the sub-committee which devel-
oped the General Gray Iron Speci-
fications A 48-36 of the A.S.T.M.
He also has worked on various
committees of the American Society
for Testing Materials, and as special
representative of the Manufacturer's
Standardization Society of the Valve
and Fittings Industry. He was the
author of A.F.A. Exchange papers
for the 1925 meeting of the Belgian
Foundrymen's Association and the
1929 meeting of the Institute of
British Foundrymen. Other publica-
tions include a wide range of articles
in technical and engineering maga-
zines and a recently published book,
Gray Cast Iron.
In the Lunkenheimer Company
laboratories, which Mr. Bolton di-
rects, research has developed a num-
ber of outstanding advancements in-
cluding non-cracking, age-hardening
alloys, and a number of ferrous and
non-ferrous alloys for high-tempera-
ture service.
W. Robert Ferris, Rose '27, Hem-
inway medal; with high honors;
M.S., Union '32, is now working at
RCA Laboratories at Princeton, New
Jersey. Mr. Ferris, who is a research
engineer, was transferred from the
RCA research and development
laboratory at Harrison, New Jersey.
After graduating, and before becom-
ing associated with the RCA Manu-
facturing Company, Mr. Ferris was
a vacuum tube engineer with Gen-
eral Electric Company at Schenec—
tady, New York.
Before entering Rose Mr. Ferris
attended public grade school at
Vermillion, Illinois, and Garfield
High School in Terre Haute. In June
of 1927, he and Helen Gale were
married, and they have three chil-
dren — Lorraine, Theodore, and
Thomas.
Mr. Ferris' hobbies and special in-
terests are television, mathematics,
biology, horticulture, and plant phy-
siology, and music.
When asked what he considered to
be the prime requisites of a "suc-
cessful life," Mr. Ferris said, "I am
still trying to find out. Success can-
not be measured with a meter. Engi-
neering certainly provides interest
and one does not go hungry even
though his clothes may be a bit
threadbare and his automobile al-
most a museum piece. Remember the
Red Queen in Alice in Wonderland
who had to run as fast as possible
to keep from going backwards, and
to get somewhere she would have
had to run at least twice as fast?"
The Indianapolis
Rose Tech Club
The Indianapolis Rose Tech Club
held its mid
-winter meeting on Fri-
day, February 19, following a dinner
in the Bamboo Room at the Wash-
ington Hotel. In view of the fact that
some twenty members have joined
our armed forces, the meeting was
well attended with thirty-three men
present.
Mr. S. C. Hadden, Chairman of
the State Highway Commission, was
the principal speaker. The subject,
(Continued on Page 29)
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Battle without headlines!
The men and women of Bell Telephone Labo-
ratories are directing their energy these days
to developing new and better communication
equipment so vital in today's swift-moving
global war.
Peacetime developments, pioneered by
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Bell Laboratories, are seeing action on every
front. Many of their war-time achievements
should prove stepping stones to progress in
the coming days of victory and peace.
Service to the Nation — in war or peace,
that's the one ideal of Bell System people.
11/4R CNIS COW 
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Campus Sports
Rose vs. Oakland City
Rose Tech's Fighting Engineers
dropped the opener of their abbre-
viated basketball season at the Rose
gym February 12, when they bowed
to Oakland City. The score at the
game's end was Rose 27, Oakland
City 29. The game was the first of a
four game series scheduled with the
Oaks.
The game was marked by poor
shooting on both teams. The Engi-
neers connected with only four shots
in thirty-five attempts in the first
half and improved but slightly in
the second half. The score, through-
out the game, was close with Knip-
tash leading the Rose attack and
Simmons pacing the Oaks. Simmons
dropped in 3 field goals and 6 free
throws for 12 points; while Kniptash
collected 9 points.
The summary:
Oakland City (29) F.G. F.T. P.F.
Hutchinson, f.  0 0 4
Rowekamp, f.  1 0 2
Simmons, c.  3 6 1
Pride, g.  2 1 1
Miller, g.  1 0 3
Rogers, g.  3 2 3
Anderson, g.  0 0 0
Totals 10 9 14
Rose Tech (27) F.G. F.T. P.F.
Kadel, f.  2 0 3
Hillenbrand, f.  0 0 0
Kniptash, f.  4 1 1
Cornell, f.  1 1 0
Guthrie, f.  0 0 0
Loser, c.  0 0 1
Price, c.  0 1 1
Wade, c.  0 1 1
Ellsworth, g  2 1 3
Powell, g.  0 0 0
White, g.  1 0 2
Rose, g.  1 0 0
Totals 11 5 12
Referee, Fehring; umpire, Smith.
Rose vs. Oakland City
The Engineers on the Rose Tech
quintet came back strong to avenge
the defeat of the previous night and
drop the Oaks from Oakland City
50 to 20. Coach Brown completely
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changed the start-
ing lineup in a suc-
cessful attempt to
find a winning
combination.
The Engineers
improved their
bask et shooting
considerably, con-
necting with 22
shots in 68 at-
tempts. There was
never any ques-
tion about the out-
come; the Rose
men were lead-
ing 23 to 13 at
the half. In the
second half, every
man on the Rose
bench saw action.
The game was
marked by exces-
sive roughness, 30
personal fouls be-
ing called.
Kniptash again
led the Rose squad
with 14 points,
while Rogers of the Oaks accounted
for 9 points.
Summary:
Rose Tech (50) F.G. F.T. P.F.
Hillenbrand, f. 3 0 2
White, f. 3 0 1
Guthrie, f. 2 1 3
Kadel, f. 1 0 0
Cornell, f. 2 0 0
Loser, c. 0 0 0
Price, c. 0 0 1
Wade, g. 1 0 0
Kniptash, f.  7 0 4
Fox, g. 0 1 1
Ellsworth, g.  1 1 1
Butts, g 0 0 0
Rose, g. 2 2 1
Powell, g. 0 0 0
Tyler, g 0 1 0
— — —
Totals 22 6 14
Oakland City (20) F.G. F.T. P.F.
Hutchinson, f.  0 1 2
Rowekamp, f.  1 2 4
Miller, f. 0 0 1
Simmons, c. 1 2 3
= Edited by JAMES HANES, junior, ch.e.
l'hoto by Lundgren
Fast break under Rose basket.
Perkel, c. 
Trid, g. 
Chesser, g. 
Rogers, g.
 3
0
0
0
3
0
0
1
4
Totals  6 8 16
Officials — Referee, Kidd; umpire,
Fehring
Rose vs. Oakland City
The Engineers from Rose again
beat Oakland City, this time by a
score of 52 to 24. The game was
played at Oakland City on February
19, 1943. The Rose squad got off to
a slow start, but they led 19 to 12
at the half. The second half, how-
ever, was all Rose with the team
compiling 33 points in that half to
the Oaks' 12.
Kniptash led all scoring with a
total of 10 field goals and 6 free
throws, 26 points in all. There were
Tnz Rosz Thansrfc
36 personal fouls called in this con-
test.
Summary:
Rose Tech (52) F.G. F.T. P.F.
Kniptash, f. 10 6 0
Thoben, f. 1 0 2
Cornell, f. 2 0 2
Kadel, f. 0 0 4
Price, c. 2 1 3
Guthrie, c. 1 1 1
Ellsworth, g 0 0 4
Powell, g. 1 0 1
White, g. 5 0 3
Totals 22 8 20
Oakland City (24) F.G. F.T. P.F.
Hutchinson, f. 2 1 1
Cheser, f. 0 0 0
Rowekamp, f. 0 3 0
Miller, f. 0 2 3
Simmons, c. 0 0 4
Perkle, c. 0 0 0
Pride, g. 2 3
Anderson, g. 1 2 1
Rogers, g. 2 2 4
— — —
Totals 6 12 16
Rose vs. Oakland City
The Rose basketball squad dropped
the last of a four game series with
Oakland City 37 to 26. This game
was played at Oakland City, Febru-
ary 20, 1943.
The game was very close through-
out the first half, with first one side
scoring and then the other. At the
half, however, Oakland City had
forged ahead 14 to 10. In the first
few minutes of the third quarter the
Engineers tied the score at 14-14,
but they dropped back at this point,
never threatening again.
Simmons led the Oaks to victory
with five field goals and four free
throws for 14 points.
Summary:
Oakland City (37) F.G. F.T. P.F.
Thoben, f.  0 1 1
Cornell, f.  0 0 3
Guthrie, c.  0 3 2
Price, c.  0 0 3
Kadel, f.  2 1 1
White, g.  3 1 2
Powell, g.  0 0 0
Ellsworth, g  2 2 3
— — —
Totals  8 10 16
Rose vs. DePauw Navy
The Engineers wound up their
1943 basketball season by dropping
the final contest to the DePauw Navy
team at the Rose gym on February
27. The final score was 51 to 28.
The Engineers kept apace with the
navy men for most of the first half,
but they fell to pieces near the close
of the half. The half-time score was
DePauw 23, Rose 11. In the second
half the DePauw marksmen com-
pletely took the game away from the
Engineers.
The main difficulty of the Engi-
neers was their inability to make
their shots good, while the sailors
had no difficulty in putting the ball
through the hoop. The high men for
the DePauw quintet were Sumners
with 12, Petrich with 12, and
Maderich with 11 points. The high
man for the Engineers was Wade
with 8 points.
Summary:
Rose Tech (28) F.G. F.T. P.F.
Kniptash, f.
Thoben, f.  
Kadel, f.  
Cornell, f.  
Wade, c  
Guthrie, c.  
Ellsworth, g 
Rose, g. 
White, g.  
Powell, g.  
Totals
Hutchinson, f. 3 2 0
Rowekamp, f. 1 3 1 DePauw Navy (51)
Miller, f. 0 0 2 Anderson, f. 
Cheser, f. 0 0 0 Davis, f. 
Simmons, c. 5 4 3 Sumners, f. 
Perkle, c. 0 0 0 Marotz, f. 
Pride, c. 0 1 4 Voich, c. 
Anderson, g. 0 0 0 Cochran, c. 
Rogers, g. 4 1 2 Maderich, g. 
Sutherland, g. 0 0 0 Kemps, g. 
— — — Petrich, g. 
Totals 13 11 12 Burke, g 
Rose Tech (26) F.G. F.T. P.F.
Kniptash, f. 1 2 1 Totals 
2 2 0
2 1 1
2 1 1
0 0 0
4 0 2
0 0 1
2 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0
12 4 5
F.G. F.T. P.F.
2 0 0
1 0 0
5 2 1
0 0 0
3 1 1
1 1 0
5 1 1
I. 0 0
6 0 2
0 0 0
— — —
24 5 5
Ls
Men of Rose
May we call
attention to our
Complete
Printing Service
Rapid, accurate
execution of your
printing requirements
at reasonable prices
Moore-Langen
Ptg. & Pub. Co.
140 North 6th St.
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
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Fraternity Notes 
Alpha Tau Omega
Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Alpha
Tau Omega is hap-
py to announce the
pledging of the fol-
lowing men: Willis
Hudson, Phillip
Loring, George Rout, and John
Stewart. The pledging ceremony was
held Monday night, March 8, a week
following rush week-end. March 1,
the chapter and those planning to be
pledged traveled in a body to attend
a motion picture and then returned
to the house for a "bull session" in
order to get better acquainted.
William Booth, Richard Rieman, and
Carl Campbell were pledged in the
month of February. The members of
Indiana Gamma Gamma Chapter are
proud to accept these men as pledge
brothers of A.T.O.
Formal initiation was held Febru-
ary 23, at the chapter house. At this
time Bernard Vonderschmitt and
James Dunkin joined the active
chapter.
The A. T. 0.'s who left Rose in the
last graduating class have now taken
their positions in industry and in our
armed forces. Those members re-
maining at Rose wish them the best
of luck in all their encounters, both
on the fighting front and on the home
front.
Saturday, March 13, those phys-
ically qualified gave a pint of blood
to the local Red Cross Blood Bank.
Those not qualified at the time
planned to return as soon as possible
to make their donation. The A.T.O.'s
are thankful for the opportunity to
give 32 pints of blood to this worthy
cause.
Beta Upsilon wish-
es to announce the
pledging of Howard
McLaughlin a n d
EugeneWeber.
These men entered
Rose as members of
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the class of October, 1945. The chap-
ter has no pledges from last semester.
On Friday, March 5, an open
house was held at the chapter house.
The committee in charge of arrang-
ing the fete was: Charles Fox, chair-
man, Ted Kadel and Jack Ice.
James Conover was elected presi-
dent of the sophomore class, and Bill
Cornell was elected as athletic rep-
resentative of the junior class. The
chapter wishes to congratulate these
men upon their success.
A dance honoring the pledges will
be held in the very near future.
This dance is an annual tradition,
and is one of the most popular func-
tions of the fraternity.
Brother Bob Drake has become
engaged to Miss Joan Brill. The
chapter wishes to congratulate him
on this venture, and also eagerly
awaits the coming of the "El Ropos."
Theta Xi
The Kappa Chap_
ter of Theta Xi lost
four men to gradu-
ation at Rose. Paul
Price, a Terre Haute
boy, went to work
for the Lucas
Harold Manufactur-
ing Company in Indianapolis. Wayne
Shanks, whose home town is in
Pennsylvania, was offered and ac-
cepted a job with General Motors.
William Weinhardt and Michael
Percopo were ordered to a three-
month camp after which they will
receive their commissions as second
lieutenants in the engineer corps of
the army.
Friday, February 19, the chapter
held a stag party for those leaving
'for the armed services. Carl Kottler,
a sophomore, received his orders to
go to Denison University in Ohio
for training as a meteorologist.
Merrill Strong's orders required him
to report for active duty with the air
corps the twenty-eighth of February.
Paul Staples and Robert Somers re-
ported to the navy and army re-
spectively.
For the past two months the dif-
ferent fraternities at Rose and the
Rose Faculty have been bowling at
the convenience of the different
teams. Thus far Theta Xi has toppled
more pins than any of their oppon-
ents, winning four games, two from
A. T. O., one from Sigma Nu, and
the other from the Rose Faculty.
Jim Torr, the newly elected captain,
has organized two new teams since
losing some former players by grad-
uation and some to Uncle Sam's call.
With a little practice these new
teams will be in good condition for
all challengers.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Theta Kappa Zeta
of Lambda Chi Al-
pha is happy to an-
nounce that we
have passed that
crucial moment so
well known to all
Rose men as exam week without
dropping a single man by the way-
side.
However, we did lose two men be-
sides our graduating seniors. Francis
H. Hillenbrand, one of our last sea-
son's touchdown twins, has joined
the Naval Air Corps, and is at home
in Evansville, Ind., awaiting orders.
Frank Jones, rifle team letter man,
has volunteered for the Army and
is at home in Merom, Ind., awaiting
a physical examination.
Regarding our recent graduates,
James March of Wheaton, Ill., is
working on Civil Service in Chicago,
and he has just completed a trip to
Washington, D. C., by airplane.
Harry (Squirt) Wilson is working
for Douglas Aircraft in Inglewood,
California.
Our sincere congratulations go to
Burton Butts, newly elected junior
class president. Our success in the
recent class elections was indeed
gratifying.
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DR. 
CHAO-CHEN WANG carries a slide
rule instead of a rifle. Logarithms are
his bullets. Differential equations, his
high ex-plosives.
Yet he's waging just as deadly a war,
against the hated Japs, as any of his
brave compatriots in far off China.
For his is a war of electronics at work!
Since joining Westinghouse last sum-
mer, this young Chinese scientist has
made several important contributions in
the field of electronics design.
One of them—a new method for measur-
ing the output of ultra high frequency radio
tubes—may prove as valuable to the
United Nationg as a million machine-
gun bullets fired at the enemy !
Dr. Wang is an expert in the mathe-
matics of ultra high frequency communi-
cations. He does his "Jap fighting" in
one of the Westinghouse Electronics
Laboratories.
Here he employs his special genius in
calculating — in advance — the per-
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The private war of lt
formance and characteristics of elec.
tronic tubes before they actually take form.
* * *
DR. WANG, and other young engineers
who enter our employ every year, are
constantly contributing to the "know
how" of the Westinghouse organization.
Westinghouse believes in helping young
engineers grow and advance as rapidly
as possible—for upon these scientists of
tomorrow our whole future depends.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
TUNE IN the Westinghouse Program
starring John Charles Thomas —N B C
Network, Sunday, 2:30 P. M., Eastern
War Time.
DR. CHAO-CHEN WANG studied electrical
engineering at Chiaotung University in
Shanghai. He was sent to Harvard Uni-
versity by the Chinese Government where
he specialized in ultra high frequency com-
munications. Before joining Westinghouse,
he received his M. S., in 1938, and his
Ph.D., in 1940.
Westinghouse
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES—OFFICES EVERYWHERE
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HIGH TEMPERATURE
FURNACES
(Continued from Page 8)
The 1/8 inch pipe brings the air into
the furnace under pressure inside
the 3A, inch gas pipe. The combina-
tion of these two pipes was accom-
plished by the use of a 3A. inch Tee
capped by a 3/1, by 1/8 inch reducing
cap. Provisions were made for a
throttle valve in the air line to make
control simpler. At the mixing end
of the burner the air pipe is 1/4 inch
inside the end of the gas pipe. This
detail assures proper mixing of gas
and air at the proper time. (see
figure 2) .
Operation
Under normal operation this fur-
nace consumes approximately 100 cu.
ft. of gas per hour and approximately
900 cu. ft. of air per hour. The high-
est temperature attained to date is
3000 degrees F. At this temperature
the following temperatures were
noted at different parts of the
furnace:
Temperature of outside
wall 200 degrees F.
Temperature of gas burner unit
outside shell  60 degrees F.
Temperature in
roof 250 degrees F.
Under these conditions the con-
vection of flue gases is such that the
operator can look down through the
sight hole in the roof at a distance
of 5 inches above the hole without
any discomfort whatsoever from the
heat. Ths fact may easly be explained
by noting that because of the strong
rotary motion of the flame inside 'the
furnace, the air above the furnace
is constantly being drawn into the
furnace through the sight hole in the
roof. When the interior of the fur-
nace is not under observation, the
sight hole is covered by a brick to
prevent the outside air from reduc-
ing the heating effect of the inside
of the furnace.
The furnace has proved quite satis-
factory in the tests made, namely,
the making of glass, and coal ash
fusion determinations. It is believed
that a temperature of 3200 degrees
F. will be reached if such a tempera-
ture is needed for any determinations
in the future.
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Summary
1. The furnace constructed uses
a 6 inch clay-graphite crucible as an
inner lining surrounded by 21/
inches of refractory cement, which
in turn is bounded by 1 inch of in-
sulating asbestos; the whole furnace
being inclosed by a steel wall.
2. The gas burner was construct-
ed using a 1/8 inch pipe inside a 3A,
inch pipe. The compressed air enters
the furnace through the 1/8 inch pipe
and the gas through the 3A, inch pipe.
3. When operating under normal
conditions, this furnace consumes
approximately 100 cu. ft. of gas per
hour and approximately 900 cu. ft.
of air per hour. The maximum tem-
perature attainable being 3100 - 3200
degrees F; measurements of which
are made with a chromel-alumel
thermocouple for the lower tempera-
tures and an optical pyrometer for
the higher temperatures.
4. This furnace can be used satis-
factorily for the fusion of glass, coal
ash fusion determinations, and in the
field of metallurgy for cooling
curves, heat treatment, and the pro-
duction of ferrous and non-ferrous
alloys.
HIGHWAY SUBGRADES
(Continued from Page 9)
of manipulation which will be neces-
sary for construction, and climatic
conditions must also be considered.
The tests that are often made on
subgrade soils are critical moisture,
plastic limit, liquid limit, plasticity
index, centrifuge moisture equiva-
lent, field moisture equivalent,
shrinkage, density tests, and the
measurement of supporting power.
Effect of the Subgrade
On the Wearing Surface
The subgrade movements which
affect the integrity of highway wear-
ing courses are (1) elastic rebound
after compression, (2) shrinkage and
expansion, (3) frost heave, (4) slides
in cuts and fills, (5) slips, (6) settle-
ment of fills, (7) lateral flow of soft
subsoils, and (8) erosion by surface
water.
Elastic subgrade soils present the
most problems during the applying
of the road surface and before the
surface has acquired its normal
strength. It is difficult to pack flex-
ible layers of surfacing on an elastic
subgrade since the subgrade re-
bounds after pressure has been ap-
plied, thus destroying their bond by
cracking. Elastic soils usually retain
some consolidation after rolling, and
concrete foundations or pavements
may be damaged during the setting
of the concrete. A rebound of as
much as one-half to five-eighths inch-
es within 30 minutes after moisten-
ing occured in a clay subgrade of a
concrete surface in St. Clair County,
Michigan. Cracking began within 20
minutes after placing the concrete
and continued until cracks formed
at intervals of as little as two to three
inches apart.
Shrinkage and expansion of soils
is due to the addition of water by
capillary action. Most sands possess
little or no capillarity. Subgrades
composed of such soils as silt and
friable clays have low supporting
value because moisture absorbed by
capillary action may force the grains
apart and cause sliding or caving of
slopes.
Damage to highway wearing sur-
faces and pavements by frost action
is the result of heaving of the sub-
grade soil by frozen moisture in the
form of ice layers. The road surface
is shattered by the heaving of the
soil and by the impact of traffic.
When thawing occurs the pavement
is injured even more because addi-
tional water from melting snows and
rains enters the subgrade through
these cracks in the surface. The
water freezes in the large capillary
openings and the resulting ice par-
ticles attract the water from nearby
small capillary openings. The ice
particles gradually build up by this
action. When the particles of suffi-
cient size are formed, there is often
enough pressure to produce heaves
in the road surface. Rigid pavement
surfaces generally resist heaving
forces. The highway engineer may
avoid heaving by constructing his
road surface on a subsoil having low
capillarity.
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The sliding of earth in cuts or fills
occurs when the forces of cohesion
and internal friction are less than the
force exerted by the weight of the
soil plus superimposed loads. Slips
are similar to slides but they occur
on inclines in which the soil layers
have been lubricated by seepage
water. Treatments for the prevention
of slips include (1) drainage of the
slip plane by intercepting the water
before it reaches the slip plane, (2)
roughening the slip plane by blast-
ing, (3) driving piles at the toe of
slopes, and (4) constructing retain-
ing walls at the toe of slopes.
Soft subsoils are found principally
in the glacial area. When these soft
soils are subjected to the pressure of
highway constructions, some water is
forced out and settlement may fol-
low. The settlement may continue
for long periods of time and frequent
additions to highway fills may be
necessary.
Erosion of non-cohesive soils by
action of water may become a very
serious problem. Erosion may occur
due to the action of rainwater or
thawing snows washing over side
slopes, ditches, and shoulders, or
through the action of free water
formed by the spring thaw rising
through cracks in the pavement.
Various devices employed to reduce
the erosion of soils include inter-
cepting ditches, the paving of ditch-
es, gutters, and spillways, the selec-
tion of suitable materials for fills, the
use of pipe drains in place of ditches,
the oiling of shoulders, the placing
of riprap on banks, and the seeding
and sodding of slopes.
Classification and
Identification of Subsoils
Since it is imperitive that the suc-
cessful highway engineer have a
complete knowledge of subsoils, he
must have some manner in which he
can determine whether a soil will
make a good base for a highway sur-
face. This problem was solved for
him when several tables were set up
by the United States Public Roads
Administration. These tables list the
soil constituents, soil characterisitcs,
subgrade performances, typical grad-
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AMERICAN DRAWING INKS
Precision Inks for Precise Performance
From the steamy dampness of the tropics to the icy dryness of the
arctic, experienced draftsmen insist on Higgins American Drawing
Inks. For they know they can depend on the precise performance of
Higgins Inks under all working
conditions.
For more than 63 years Higgins
American Drawing Inks have
been winning world-wide re-
spect for their superior quali-
ties — for free flow and sharp
surety of line. Draftsmen know
that with reasonable care
Higgins American Drawing Inks
retain their qualities of pre-
cision performance unless ac-
tually exposed to freezing.
Available in a com-
plete color range.
ings, and soil constants of both uni-
form and non-uniform subgrades. It
is also of importance to know the in-
fluence of the various constituents
on the physical properties of soils.
They can be listed as follows:
1. Gravel and sand contribute
high internal friction.
2. Silt, peat, and diatomaceous
particles contribute detrimental
capillarity.
3. Clay and colloids aid cohesion,
and, mixed with silt and not floccu-
lated, contribute compressibility.
4. Mica flakes other flaky or
scale-like particles, and organic mat-
ter, contribute elasticity.
Preparation of a Subgrade
There are two types of problems
which usually confront the highway
engineer in connection with sub-
grades. The correction of defects in
subgrades already in use and the
prevention of unsatisfactory condi-
tions on new improvements. The first
type of problem occurs as a result
of one of the eight factors listed
earlier in this article. The second
type of problem can be solved by the
wisdom and ingenuity of the high-
way engineer.
The methods of preparation and
stabilization of subgrades include:
drainage, removal and replacement
of defective soils, mechanical manip-
ulation, the use of blanket courses,
the use of foundation courses, sur-
face treatment, subsurface water_
proofing, the use of admixtures, con-
solidation, measures for the preven-
tion and correction of slides and slips,
and the control of erosion. Blanket
courses and foundation courses differ
only in their thickness, blanket
courses being rather thin layers and
foundation courses being layers vary-
ing from three inches to two feet or
more.
Seepage of water through cracks in
pavement and under the longitudinal
edges of the surface expand the sub-
soil and tend to raise and swell the
pavement at these points. On some
pavements in Nebraska vertical
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movements of slab ends at transverse
joints have been found to be as much
as two inches and upward movement
of slab edges has been found to re-
duce the crown of the pavement by
one-half to three-fourths inch. Such
changes resulting from poor sub-
grade design weakened the slab and
made travel over these sections dis-
agreeable. This situation was com-
batted in Nebraska by adding suffi-
cient water to satisfy the capillary
capacity of the subgrade before the
slab was laid. This method of treat-
ment proved successful and has since
been used on several projects. The
theory of this type of treatment as-
sumes that changes in climatic con-
ditions will not result in removal of
the moisture from the subgrade. In
Texas, however, this treatment was
unsuccessful because much of the
moisture was lost. Calcium chloride
can be used to maintain the desired
moisture content at all times. The
swelling of pavements also can be
prevented by the use of soil-sub-
structure that is dense enough to
make it impervious.
0
The shoulders are the most vulner-
able part of the roadbed as far as
absorption of surface water is con-
cerned. In order to overcome this
problem the shoulders can be treated
by densifying the top three or four
inches by mixing granular material
with the soil to make them rela-
tively impervious. Shoulders can be
strengthened even more by mixing
a material such as emulsified as-
phalt, tar, or cement with the aggre-
gate mixtures in the proper propor-
tions.
There are three essential features
of subgrade preparation. First, uni-
formity is emphasized. The subgrade
must be brought to a true grade,
cross section, and alinement. Second,
the grade must be thoroughly com-
pacted, and all soft or yielding ma-
terial removed and replaced by ma-
terials which make good subgrades.
Third, a dry subgrade is desired.
Preparation of a subgrade located
in a cut presents a much more diffi-
cult problem than one which is lo-
cated on a fill because ground water
is nearly always approached in a cut.
Also, the degree of nonuniformity is
intensified in glaciated country when
working in a cut. These faults may
be corrected by varying the depth
of base course or by the introduction
of underdrains.
Non uniformity, lack of stability,
the presence of muck or peat founda-
tions or the presence of excess water
when encountered may be corrected
in several ways. When insufficient
time is available for the adjustment
of materials used in fill sections, con-
struction of high type pavements
may be omitted until the material
has been adjusted. Rocks may be in-
corporated in fill sections. Fills to
almost any depth may be made with
uniform fine grained soils mixed with
gravels, sands, or graded materials.
The required density may be ob-
tained by packing the earth with
equipment such as the sheepsfoot
roller or multiwheel roller. The
muck may be blown out by the use
of explosives or the subgrade may
be built several feet above the pro-
posed level to allow for settling.
The different types of soils en-
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THE ROSE TECHNIC
countered has brought about many
new types of machines for the prepa-
ration of subgrades. One of interest
is a road rammer which has been
designed in Denmark for the purpose
of compacting embankments. This
machine which weighs 15 tons has
three sets of "foot pads" which are
alternately raised and lowered by a
small crude oil motor. The "foot
pads" have a curved surface so that
the bearing area is increased in soft
ground. The machine's special work-
ing method, with combined ramming
and pressure operation, results in a
smooth coherent elastic mass of road
material without vibrations.
CAMPUS SURVEY
(Continued from Page 19)
Class Elections
Congratulations to the following
named men who recently have been
elected to class offices. In the senior
class, Dean Albon is president,
Vinton Haas is vice president, and
Joe Max Valentine is secretary-
treasurer. The juniors elected Bur-
ton Butts, president, Frank Guthrie,
vice president and, James Milner,
secretary-treasurer. The sophomore
results were: James Conover, presi-
dent, Edward Mabley, vice president,
and Robert Greger, secretary-treas-
urer. The freshmen elected Howard
K. McLaughlin, Edgar E. Strickler,
and James D. Alexander, president,
vice president, and secretary-treas-
urer, respectively. The athletic rep-
resentatives, two from each class,
from the senior to the freshman class
are: MacBeth and Ellsworth, Hanes
and Cornell, Booth, E. J. and White,
and Rohn and Shannon.
Army
According to the latest official re-
port, Rose has been selected as one
of the colleges to be used in the
army's specialized training program.
Reports have it that the army will
send a group of approximately two
Perdiew Cleaner
15 No. 8th
C-6767
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hundred soldiers here to be given
specialized training in some field of
engineering. The date has not been
definitely designated but indications
are that the army will place men
here this spring or at the end of the
current semester.
This is indeed a tribute to Rose
and something all Rose personnel
should be proud of.
ALUMNI NEWS
(Continued from Page 20)
"The Future of our Indiana High-
ways," was a very interesting one.
It was decided that wives and
sweethearts of members would be
invited as guests to the next meeting
which will be held in May.
Those present included: Hood, '93;
Read '09; Biller '21; Ker '11; Combs
'18; Wood '36; Ray '20; Jaenisch ex
'16; Johnson '09; Brown ex '13;
Moench '32; Lohr '41; Frakes ex '41;
Rotz '37; Loman ex '41; Penno '21;
Pennington '27; Fisbeck '27; Messick
ex '12; Nancrede '29; Shook '11;
Kehoe '31; Weaver '35; Kraemer '32;
Dunlap '22; Halett '14; Hart '40;
Wimsett '11; Gray '13; Foltz '86;
Woelker '11.
Demise
Alfred Noel Austin died at his
home in Philadelphia, February 10.
Born in Terre Haute, Mr. Austin
spent his early life here, graduating
from Wiley High School and Rose in
the class of 1903 in architectural
engineering. Surviving him are the
widow, Mrs. Irene Austin; one
daughter, Julia; a son, Noel; and
one brother, Harold S. Austin, of
•ENGRAVINGS
•DESIGNING
•PHOTOSTATS
YOUR STORY IN PICTURE LEAVES NOTHING UNTOLD
Flint, Michigan.
Marriages
Three more members of the class
of February '43 are married:
William A. Yoder and Miss Rose
Harriet Jenkins. Mr. and Mrs. Yoder
will make their home in St. Louis,
Mo.
Richard H. Raab and Miss Jean
Evelyn Johnston.
Paul Howard Guhl and Miss Betty
Ruth Dowell. Mr. Guhl has accepted
a position with the Lukas-Harold
Corporation in Indianapolis.
New Arrival
Lieutenant, Rose '32, m.e., and
Mrs. George G. Hauer announce the
birth of a daughter, Mary Josephine,
at the Coleman Hospital in Indian-
apolis, February 6. For the duration
Mrs. Hauer and children are with
Mrs. Hauer's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Mooney, 203 South Eighth
Street, Terre Haute, Indiana. Lieu-
tenant Hauer is stationed with the
army at Myrtle Beach, South Caro-
lina.
SUPERCHARGING
FOR EXTRA POWER
(Continued from Page 12)
sists of using the exhaust gas to
drive a turbo
-compressor unit. In this
case the energy is obtained in part
from the energy that normally would
be wasted in heat. There are argu-
ments for and against each basic de-
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movements of slab ends at transverse
joints have been found to be as much
as two inches and upward movement
of slab edges has been found to re-
duce the crown of the pavement by
one-half to three-fourths inch. Such
changes resulting from poor sub-
grade design weakened the slab and
made travel over these sections dis-
agreeable. This situation was com-
batted in Nebraska by adding suffi-
cient water to satisfy the capillary
capacity of the subgrade before the
slab was laid. This method of treat-
ment proved successful and has since
been used on several projects. The
theory of this type of treatment as-
sumes that changes in climatic con-
ditions will not result in removal of
the moisture from the subgrade. In
Texas, however, this treatment was
unsuccessful because much of the
moisture was lost. Calcium chloride
can be used to maintain the desired
moisture content at all times. The
swelling of pavements also can be
prevented by the use of soil-sub-
structure that is dense enough to
make it impervious.
The shoulders are the most vulner-
able part of the roadbed as far as
absorption of surface water is con-
cerned. In order to overcome this
problem the shoulders can be treated
by densifying the top three or four
inches by mixing granular material
with the soil to make them rela-
tively impervious. Shoulders can be
strengthened even more by mixing
a material such as emulsified as-
phalt, tar, or cement with the aggre-
gate mixtures in the proper propor-
tions.
There are three essential features
of subgrade preparation. First, uni-
formity is emphasized. The subgrade
must be brought to a true grade,
cross section, and alinement. Second,
the grade must be thoroughly com-
pacted, and all soft or yielding ma-
terial removed and replaced by ma-
terials which make good subgrades.
Third, a dry subgrade is desired.
Preparation of a subgrade located
in a cut presents a much more diffi-
cult problem than one which is lo-
cated on a fill because ground water
is nearly always approached in a cut.
Also, the degree of nonuniformity is
intensified in glaciated country when
working in a cut. These faults may
be corrected by varying the depth
of base course or by the introduction
of underdrains.
Non uniformity, lack of stability,
the presence of muck or peat founda-
tions or the presence of excess water
when encountered may be corrected
in several ways. When insufficient
time is available for the adjustment
of materials used in fill sections, con-
struction of high type pavements
may be omitted until the material
has been adjusted. Rocks may be in-
corporated in fill sections. Fills to
almost any depth may be made with
uniform fine grained soils mixed with
gravels, sands, or graded materials.
The required density may be ob-
tained by packing the earth with
equipment such as the sheepsfoot
roller or multiwheel roller. The
muck may be blown out by the use
of explosives or the subgrade may
be built several feet above the pro-
posed level to allow for settling.
The different types of soils en-
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countered has brought about many
new types of machines for the prepa-
ration of subgrades. One of interest
is a road rammer which has been
designed in Denmark for the purpose
of compacting embankments. This
machine which weighs 15 tons has
three sets of "foot pads" which are
alternately raised and lowered by a
small crude oil motor. The "foot
pads" have a curved surface so that
the bearing area is increased in soft
ground. The machine's special work-
ing method, with combined ramming
and pressure operation, results in a
smooth coherent elastic mass of road
material without vibrations.
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Congratulations to the following
named men who recently have been
elected to class offices. In the senior
class, Dean Albon is president,
Vinton Haas is vice president, and
Joe Max Valentine is secretary-
treasurer. The juniors elected Bur-
ton Butts, president, Frank Guthrie,
vice president and, James Milner,
secretary-treasurer. The sophomore
results were: James Conover, presi-
dent, Edward Mabley, vice president,
and Robert Greger, secretary-treas-
urer. The freshmen elected Howard
K. McLaughlin, Edgar E. Strickler,
and James D. Alexander, president,
vice president, and secretary-treas-
urer, respectively. The athletic rep-
resentatives, two from each class,
from the senior to the freshman class
are: MacBeth and Ellsworth, Hanes
and Cornell, Booth, E. J. and White,
and Rohn and Shannon.
Army
According to the latest official re-
port, Rose has been selected as one
of the colleges to be used in the
army's specialized training program.
Reports have it that the army will
send a group of approximately two
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hundred soldiers here to be given
specialized training in some field of
engineering. The date has not been
definitely designated but indications
are that the army will place men
here this spring or at the end of the
current semester.
This is indeed a tribute to Rose
and something all Rose personnel
should be proud of.
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(Continued from Page 20)
"The Future of our Indiana High-
ways," was a very interesting one.
It was decided that wives and
sweethearts of members would be
invited as guests to the next meeting
which will be held in May.
Those present included: Hood, '93;
Read '09; Biller '21; Ker '11; Combs
'18; Wood '36; Ray '20; Jaenisch ex
'16; Johnson '09; Brown ex '13;
Moench '32; Lohr '41; Frakes ex '41;
Rotz '37; Loman ex '41; Penno '21;
Pennington '27; Fisbeck '27; Messick
ex '12; Nancrede '29; Shook '11;
Kehoe '31; Weaver '35; Kraemer '32;
Dunlap '22; Halett '14; Hart '40;
Wimsett '11; Gray '13; Foltz '86;
Woelker '11.
Demise
Alfred Noel Austin died at his
home in Philadelphia, February 10.
Born in Terre Haute, Mr. Austin
spent his early life here, graduating
from Wiley High School and Rose in
the class of 1903 in architectural
engineering. Surviving him are the
widow, Mrs. Irene Austin; one
daughter, Julia; a son, Noel; and
one brother, Harold S. Austin, of
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Flint, Michigan.
Marriages
Three more members of the class
of February '43 are married:
William A. Yoder and Miss Rose
Harriet Jenkins. Mr. and Mrs. Yoder
will make their home in St. Louis,
Mo.
Richard H. Raab and Miss Jean
Evelyn Johnston.
Paul Howard Guhl and Miss Betty
Ruth Dowell. Mr. Guhl has accepted
a position with the Lukas-Harold
Corporation in Indianapolis.
New Arrival
Lieutenant, Rose '32, m.e., and
Mrs. George G. Hauer announce the
birth of a daughter, Mary Josephine,
at the Coleman Hospital in Indian-
apolis, February 6. For the duration
Mrs. Hauer and children are with
Mrs. Hauer's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Mooney, 203 South Eighth
Street, Terre Haute, Indiana. Lieu-
tenant Hauer is stationed with the
army at Myrtle Beach, South Caro-
lina.
SUPERCHARGING
FOR EXTRA POWER
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sists of using the exhaust gas to
drive a turbo
-compressor unit. In this
case the energy is obtained in part
from the energy that normally would
be wasted in heat. There are argu-
ments for and against each basic de-
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sign.
With any mechanical supercharger,
power is taken from the crankshaft
to drive the blower. As the blower
ratio increases more power is re-
quired to drive the supercharger
and a limiting value is reached at
which the increased power due to
pressure increase is equaled by the
power required for supercharging.
Also as the blower ratio increases
so does the intake temperature until
the point is reached at which the fuel
breaks down and detonation occurs.
This results in a decrease in total
power output.
Two Speed
One type of pressure induction is
a mechanical supercharger without
intercooling, with a resultant high
temperature of supercharging hav-
ing a depressing effect on engine
power output. This method is called
"two speed supercharging", but ac-
tually treats with variations in blow-
er ratio. When considerable altitude
performance is required the two
speed engine falls down. Tests have
shown that a limit of 275 degrees F.
can be established for intake pipe
temperature for efficient operation.
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The two speed engine therefore can-
not have a blower ratio of more than
10: 1 and a critical altitude of about
12,000 feet.
Two Stage
Mechanical supercharging with in-
tercooling, in which the air leaving
the supercharger is passed through
a radiator, provides a cooler air sup-
ply to the engine. This method is
accomplished most easily by adding
a blower in series with the normal
engine blower and providing for the
installation of a cooling radiator be-
tween the auxilliary blower and the
basic supercharger. In general a
standard temperature of 90 degrees
F. is established for the air out of
the intercooler.
Turbo-Exhaust
In the case of exhaust turbo-
supercharging there is no mechanical
connection with the crankshaft, and
so the power required to compress
the air is not subtracted directly
from the energy delivered to the
crankshaft. The heat energy which
otherwise would be wasted is utilized
and makes this method come close
to providing ideal supercharging.
The complications are mainly in the
installation.
The choice of supercharging meth-
od depends upon the critical altitude
for which operation is desired. The
two speed method is definitely limit-
ed to altitudes below 15,000 feet for
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maximum performance while by
using intercooling the operating alti-
tude can be increased to 25,000 feet.
Combinations of each of these meth-
ods with the exhaust turbo-super-
charger brings some improvements.
For very high altitudes a combina-
tion turbo-two stage supercharger
will have to be used.
Conclusion
Today the possibilities of super-
chargers are greater than ever be-
cause of the growing demand for in-
creased power and reduced weight
in all fields of engine application.
From the standpoint .z:d production
economy, it is of great importance
that the output of a given engine can
be changed to suit changed or special
conditions without radical changes
in the engines, for supercharging is
the most effective and flexible meth-
od of increasing output.
The increased use of supercharg-
ers was inevitable in obtaining air-
plane performance at altitudes. How-
ever, improvements in the octane
value of fuels and developments in
engine cooling have permitted large
increases in the specific performance
by means of supercharger boost.
The design of a supercharger re-
quires a thorough knowledge of what
happens through each part of the
supercharger itself and this can be
obtained only by previous research
tests. The two major problems of de-
sign are building an efficient machine
and making it fit the operating con-
ditions of the engine. The logic of
forced induction seems sound and
it is believed that atmospheric in-
duction will soon disappear and that
mechanical induction will become a
general practice.
EDW. S. LAMMERS
PAINT & GLASS CO.
1201 Wabash Ave.
C-2226
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ISLICING STEEL SLABS and production schedules
STEEL billets were needed. Onlyslabs were available. That was the
problem presented by expanded war-
time demands which had to be licked,
quickly. It was — by the process illus-
trated above. Ten oxyacetylene cutting
torches, mounted on a frame propelled
by two Airco Radiagraph machines,
streak down the 140" steel slabs and
slice them into billets.
It's one of the many examples of
how American resourcefulness, teamed
with specialized knowledge, is making
minutes more productive. Oxyacetylene
cutting and welding and the electric arc
are blazing new trails to faster and
A.NYTHING AND EVERYTHING
MARCH, 1943
better production in almost every war
industry. The minutes, hours, even days
of production being gained by these
modern tools are now helping us to
overcome our enemies' headstart.
If you work with metals you should
know the complete story of the oxy-
acetylene flame and the electric arc—
their speed, efficiency and broad range
of usefulness in metal working. This
knowledge is vital today—invaluable in
the peace to come.
"Airco in the News" shows many in-
teresting uses of the oxyacetylene
flame and electric arc. Write for copy.
FOR
Alli
REDUCTION
60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
In Texas:
Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
General Offices: HOUSTON, TEXAS
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
GAS WELDING OR CUTTING AND AR4' WELDLN4d
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If every boy in the United States
could read every girls mind, the
gasoline consumption would drop off
fifty per cent.
Renwick: "What is the difference
between an accountant and an engi-
neer 
?y,
Fox: "An engineer is a damn fool
running around with a slide-rule,
whereas an accountant doesn't own
a slide-rule."
Girls when they went out to swim
Once dressed like Mother Hub-
bard.
Now they have a bolder whim
And dress more like her cupboard.
Customer: "Won't you take some-
thing off for cash?"
Sales Girl: "Sir!"
Manager: "Last night there was a
fire in the dressing room of the lead-
ing lady. The firemen were there
six hours."
Reporter: "Six hours to put out a
fire in a dressing room?"
Manager: "No, oh no—it only took
one hour to put out the fire, but it
took five hours to put out the fire-
men."
Nurse: "I think that engineer is
recovering consciousness, doctor, he's
trying to blow the foam off his
medicine."
There is nothing strange about
saying that the modern girl is a
"live wire"; she carries practically
no insulation.
When a pickpocket picks an engi-
neer's pocket, all he gets is practice.
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Sly
Droolings
Engineer: "Do you dance?"
Girl: "I'd love to."
Engineer: "Fine, that's better than
dancing."
There is nothing new about the
night life of coeds. In the older days
girls worked knights too.
ENGINEERS WHISKEY TEST
Connect 20,000 volts across a pint.
If the current jumps it, the whiskey
is poor. If the current causes preci-
pitation of lye, tin, arsenic, iron,
slag, and alum, the whiskey is fair.
If the liquor chases the current back
to the generator, you've got good
whiskey.
Want ad: For trade—One I.E.S.
study lamp for good bed. Am trans-
ferring from Engineering to Arts.
Here's to the ships of our navy,
Here's to the ladies of our land.
May the former be well-rigged,
And the latter be well-manned.
He (tenderly) : "Shall we go in-
side and listen to the radio?"
She (wise gal) : "No, I'm too tired
—let's play tennis."
Serious young man (after talking
at length) : "Yes, we certainly owe
a lot to inventions. For instance,
what would we do without elec-
tricity?"
Extremely bored femme: "Neck."
First Old Maid: "Do you always
look under the bed?"
Second Old Maid: "Always."
First Old Maid: "Ever find any-
thing?"
Second Old Maid: "Only in old-
fashioned hotels."
Edited by ROBERT K. DRAKE,
senior, e.e.
Beach censor: "My dear young
lady, I don't like to trouble you, but
I do object to your bathing suit."
Girl: "I know. You men are all-
alike, but they won't let me bathe
without it."
"I'm so upset," declared the young
bride, "I've just found out I married
a man who simply cannot bear
children."
"Well," sniffed her maiden aunt,
"you can't expect everything of a
man."
Cursing and yelling on a London
street was Clancy holding a door-
knob in his fist. "Them damn Nazis
will pay for this—blowin' a saloon
right out of me hand."
Prof. (taking up quiz paper) :
"Why quotation marks on this
paper?"
Student: "Courtesy of the man on
my left."
Scene: A crowded trolley car. A
young woman is vainly groping for
her purse to pay her fare. A young
man is standing nearby with anguish
written plainly on his handsome
features.
Young Man: "Pardon me, miss,
but may I pay your fare?"
Young Lady: "Sir!"
(Several seconds groping.)
Young Man: "I beg your pardon,
again, young lady, but won't you let
me pay your fare?"
Young Lady: "Why, I don't even
know you, and anyway, I'll have this
purse open in a minute."
Young Man: "I really must insist
on paying your fare. You've un-
buttoned my suspenders three
times."
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LET HER ROLL!
AT A PLANT of the Hanna Coal Company in Ohio,loaded coal cars arc emptied by being rolled onto a
rotary dump, fastened to the rails by a mechanical device,
and thcn rolled upside down over a chute.
Now the dump is not supposed to revolve again until
thc empty car has been righted and sent on its way. But
once in a while, when a car took a particularly long time
to move off, thc dump would revolve the next full car
and derail thc empty one.
The difficulty was remedied when a G-E photo-
electric relay and light source were installed on opposite
sides of the track. at thc -empty- end of the dump. Now
the dump can't revolve so long as thc light beam between
thc light source and the phototubc in the relay is
blacked out by the body of the empty car.
NOTHING TO IT
HERE'S how thc G-E supercharger works—a laHollywood.
In Warner 13rothers' -Desperate Journey,'' a Nazi
officer asks a captive American flyer, -How do you
manage to supercharge thc engines at the extreme cold of
these high altitudes?-
Johnny, the prisoner (played by Ronald Reagan) is
crafty. Hc stalls a bit and then, assured that no one can
overhear, hc whispers, -It's done with a thermo-
trockle.-
-A what?- The awed Nazi leans closer.
-A thermotrockle amfilated through a daligoniter,-
explains Johnny, beginning to sketch with his left
hand .
You see, thc clortiadyne has a frenicoupling and the
amacmetcr prenulates the kinutaspel hepulace here
and the -.-
All of which thickens the plot, confuses the Nazi, and
gi VCS Johnny an opportunity to slug his guard and escape
- without revealing a single military secret.
j()
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TESTING
BAcK when Herbert Hoover was in thc White House,four specimen rods of an alloy steel used in steam
turbines Were imprisoned in a thermostatically controlled
electric furnace at one of the G-E laboratories.
The purpose was to study the effect on the metal of
prolonged high temperature and strcss, in order to improve
the design of the turbines.
Usually these -creep- tcsts are run for only 1000 to
3000 hours, but the engineers never took these four
specimens out of the furnace until thc other day—thus
obtaining what they believe to be the first data based on
a 100,000-hour test.
Throughout the 100,000 hours an ingenious alarm
system guarded the specimens. In the event of trouble, a
red light would flash and a bell would ring, summoning a
watchman who could get one of the engineers out of bed
to remedy thc situation.
GENERAL ELECTRIci
WOMEN AT WORK
It is estimated 15,000,000 women
are employed in U. S. Industry today
YOU MAY BE NEEDED NOW
Ask at your nearest United States
Employment Service OffiLe
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